eight ways to get paid
1 retail sales

compensation plan summary

5 team commissions

must be active, paid weekly

3% GLOBAL SALES

must be active and binary
qualified, paid weekly

Purchase ASEA products at wholesale, sell
them at retail, and keep the difference.

BRONZE
POOL

Build two legs in your organization with a minimum
of 300 GV in each, and earn 10% of the volume in the
lesser leg.

2 preferred customer bonus
must be active, paid weekly

Earn $25 on every 50 PV purchased on autoship by
preferred customers.

PLATINUM
POOL

LENGTH OF ELIGIBILITY
12 WEEKS

16 WEEKS

20 WEEKS

24 WEEKS

TO UNLOCK SHARES
Bronze
two times
consecutive

Silver
two times
consecutive

50%

60%

Gold
two times
consecutive

Platinum
two times
consecutive

75%

100%

72 WEEKS

8 cases

4 cases

2 cases

1 case

CV

240

120

60

30

Enroller

$160

$80

$40

$20

1st paid D300

$80

$40

$20

$10

1st paid D700

$40

$20

$10

$5

4 director bonus

must be active, paid weekly

Achieve the rank of Director in 14 or fewer
calendar days from the date of your own
enrollment and receive a $50 one-time bonus.

100 cv

500 cv

Earn Fast Start Bonus every time you personally sponsor
someone who purchases an ASEA Product Pack during
the enrollment process. See example below.

700 cv

must be active, paid weekly

100 cv

GOLD
POOL

% PGV3

3 fast start bonus

enrollment
product pacĸ

SILVER
POOL

10%

6 executive momentum pool

must be active and binary qualified,
paid every four weeks
Earn a share of global volume for a limited time as you
advance through ASEA’s executive ranks (Bronze, Silver,
Gold, and Platinum). Funded with 3% of total global CV,
the Executive Momentum Pool is shared in tiers based
on qualified rank per week for a specified period of time
once your shares have been unlocked by two consecutive
qualifying weeks at your new rank.

Shares are allocated and paid based on rank as a
percentage of PGV3 (personal group volume through three
levels of your personal sponsorship tree). You may also
increase your shares in the Executive Momentum Pool by
participating in the Executive Momentum Pool Fast Track.
This is done by moving into and through the executive ranks
at an advanced pace from the date of enrollment.

7 check match

must be active with 200pv and
binary qualified, paid weekly
Earn check matches on associates you’ve personally
sponsored, and on the ones they’ve sponsored, and so on,
up to seven generations!

diamond pool
8 must
be active and binary qualified at
diamond or above, paid quarterly

Earn a share of 2% of ASEA’s global volume based on rank
and on personally sponsored paid-as Gold legs.

See full compensation document for more details including carry
over and plan max limits.
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asea ranĸs and
qualifications

executive

Retail Sales
Preferred Customer Bonus
Fast Start Bonus
Director Bonus
Team Commissions
Executive Momentum Pool
Check Match
Diamond Pool

associate

Enroll 100 PV monthly

director

Team Commissions qualified, 100 PV monthly

director 300

300 GV weekly in lesser-volume leg, 100 PV monthly

director 700

700 GV weekly in lesser-volume leg, 100 PV monthly

platinum executive

Five sponsorship legs, with a Director 300 in each,
10,000 GV weekly in lesser-volume leg, 200 PV monthly

diamond executive

ambassador triple diamond executive

double diamond executive

presidential diamond executive

bronze executive

Two sponsorship legs with a Director 300 in each, 2,000 GV
weekly in lesser-volume leg, 200 PV monthly

silver executive

triple diamond executive

gold executive

Four sponsorship legs, with a Director 300 in each,
5,000 GV weekly in lesser-volume leg, 200 PV monthly

Meet Triple Diamond Executive requirements and 100,000 PGV
for 4 consecutive weeks with no more than 35,000 PGV coming
from any single enrollment tree leg.

15,000 PGV weekly and 15,000 GV weekly in lesser leg.
Must average both volume requirements for 2 weeks and have
6 sponsorship legs with a Director 300 in each. Generate 200
PV monthly.
20,000 PGV weekly and 20,000 GV weekly in lesser leg.
Must average both volume requirements for 3 weeks and have
7 sponsorship legs with a Director 300 in each. Generate 200
PV monthly.

Three sponsorship legs with a Director 300 in each, 3,000 GV
weekly in lesser-volume leg, 200 PV monthly

ambassador double diamond executive

25,000 PGV weekly and 25,000 GV weekly in lesser leg.
Must average both volume requirements for 3 weeks and
have 7 sponsorship legs with a Director 300 in each. Generate
200 PV monthly.

ambassador diamond executive

Meet Triple Diamond Executive requirements and 60,000 PGV
for 4 consecutive weeks with no more than 20,000 PGV coming
from any single enrollment tree leg.

Meet Triple Diamond Executive requirements and 150,000 PGV
for 4 consecutive weeks with no more than 50,000 PGV coming
from any single enrollment tree leg.
Meet Triple Diamond Executive requirements and 250,000 PGV
for 4 consecutive weeks with no more than 50,000 PGV coming
from any single enrollment tree leg.

presidential double diamond executive

Meet Triple Diamond Executive requirements and 400,000 PGV
for 4 consecutive weeks with no more than 80,000 PGV coming
from any single enrollment tree leg.

presidential triple diamond executive

Meet Triple Diamond Executive requirements and 600,000 PGV
for 4 consecutive weeks with no more than 120,000 PGV coming
from any single enrollment tree leg.
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